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Four  wheeler  v2

Bass fuzz that is nasty, beautiful, and flexible all in one casing. Gated or smooth tones 
that will bring your rig to another level. Great on guitar as well.

Controls Uses 9V DC Negative Center. Do not use more than 9V 
DC. Your warranty will be voided. 100mA consumption.

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz- Controls the amount of fuzz. !
Tone - This works as a tone cut. Left is 
brighter, right is darker. !
Gate - Controls the amount of gate on the 
fuzz. Left is less gate, right is more gate for a 
harder break.

Power

Our pedals carry an unconditional “Two Year” full 
warranty for ANY problem related to the function or 
operation of that pedal due to faulty parts and/or other 
internal problem. Simply show the receipt of purchase 
and we will honor it up to two years. We do not cover 
things such as broken knobs, pots and jacks due to 
abuse.  We build them to last but not to be thrown out 
of an airplane. However, we will repair problems that 
are out from under our warranty, like the above, at a 
very reasonable price.  Several of our pedals have 
internal trim pots which are set and sealed very 
carefully for the function of the circuit, and it should be 
noted that tampering with the trim pots will void the 
warranty.
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Bunrunner  v2

The ultimate fuzz from modern hi-gain to vintage germanium. Every fuzz tone 
imaginable and more.

Controls

Uses 9V DC Negative Center. Do not use more than 9V DC. Your 
warranty will be voided. 100mA consumption.

Right Side - Tonebender 

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz - Controls the amount of fuzz. !
Tone - Controls the brightness. Works as a cut. Left 
is brighter, right is darker. !
Bias - Controls the amount of voltage to the 
germanium transistors. Right is cleaner more 
voltage, left is dirtier less voltage causing more 
saturation.

Power

Our pedals carry an unconditional “Two Year” full warranty for 
ANY problem related to the function or operation of that pedal 
due to faulty parts and/or other internal problem. Simply show 
the receipt of purchase and we will honor it up to two years. We 
do not cover things such as broken knobs, pots and jacks due to 
abuse.  We build them to last but not to be thrown out of an 
airplane. However, we will repair problems that are out from 
under our warranty, like the above, at a very reasonable price.
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Left Side - Astro Mess 

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz - Controls the amount of fuzz. !
Gate Toggle - Down is gate off, up is gate on.

Right Side - Tonebender 

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz - Controls the amount of fuzz. !
Tone - Controls the brightness. Works as a cut. Left 
is brighter, right is darker. !
Bias - Controls the amount of voltage to the 
germanium transistors. Right is cleaner more 
voltage, left is dirtier less voltage causing more 
saturation.
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Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
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is brighter, right is darker. !
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Tone - Controls the brightness. Works as a cut. Left 
is brighter, right is darker. !
Bias - Controls the amount of voltage to the 
germanium transistors. Right is cleaner more 
voltage, left is dirtier less voltage causing more 
saturation.

Uses 9V DC Negative Center. Do not use more than 9V DC. Your 
warranty will be voided. 100mA consumption.

Power

Left Side - Astro Mess 

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz - Controls the amount of fuzz. !
Gate Toggle - Down is gate off, up is gate on.

Our pedals carry an unconditional “Two Year” full warranty for 
ANY problem related to the function or operation of that pedal 
due to faulty parts and/or other internal problem. Simply show 
the receipt of purchase and we will honor it up to two years. We 
do not cover things such as broken knobs, pots and jacks due to 
abuse.  We build them to last but not to be thrown out of an 
airplane. However, we will repair problems that are out from 
under our warranty, like the above, at a very reasonable price.
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Firefly

A British inspired 3 Transistor Germanium Fuzz with a few tricks up it’s sleeve. From 
overdriven grit all the way to a huge wall of fuzz, the Firefly will deliver classic dirt into 
any rig.
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Mini  foot  fuzz

1”x3” of thick massive fuzz that will cut through a mix like a knife. From 
muff style sustain all the way to gated distortion.

Controls Uses 9V DC Negative Center. Do not use more than 9V 
DC. Your warranty will be voided. 100mA consumption.

Volume - Controls the output volume.  !
Fuzz - Controls the amount of fuzz.

Power
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